Abstrart-A flashed background, presented to a dark-adapted eye, can saturate the rod system, making an incremental test patch invisible. But as the afterimage decays. the test can be distinguished. Increment thresholds measured within the decaying afterimage exhibit Weber's law over a wide range. The Penn and Hagins model of rod kinetics correctly predicts Weber's law, but makes incorrect predictions of the latency for the detection to occur. A new model, involving two exponential decays, is able to accommodate the latency data, as well as Weber's law. The model also makes good predictions of the results when the stimu!us duration is increased from 100 msec to 1 sec.
The positive afterimages that ensue after a brief flash of light can be quite striking. Here is a description from auks-Elder (1934): " * . . If the eyes are turned towards a spot of light, yet protected from it by a card, if this card is rapidly removed and as rapidly replaced, the light is seen as a positive homochromatic afterimage with all its original brightness and detail. So vivid, indeed, may be the impression of the original afterimage that the card appears transparent, and details which were not noted in looking at the light are brought to the attention in the afterimage." This last effect, the improved discrimination in the afterimage, was also noted by Helmholtz (1924) : " . . when a lamp with a round wick is quickly extinguished, by watching the flame vanish. we can see by the afterimage that the flame was brighter at the edges than in the middle; although it is hard to see this by looking directly at the flame itself." Brindley (1959) seems to have been the first to make quantitative measurement on the discrimination of lights by their afterimages, for lights that were initially indistinguishable.
He was interested in the long-lasting negative afterimages that follow very bright Rashes. MacLeod, Hayhoe, and their colleagues (~ac~od and Hayhoe, 1974; Hayhoe et al., 1936; Go&e et al., 1976) extended this approach in a beautiful series of experiments on rod afterimagesagain concentrating on the long-lasting effects of very bright flashes. and the negative afterimages associated with them.
But the afterimages described in the above passages from ~uke"~lder and Helmhol~ are of a different sort. They are positive, relatively short, and are pro- duced by lights that bleach very small amounts of pigment. The experiments that follow deal with these afterimages.
The present work has its beginnings in an observation by Sakitt (19X), who had saturated the rod system of a rod monochromat, using a bright, steady adapting field. Against this background, the monochromat could never distinguish a test Aash, no matter how bright. However, if she closed her eyes immediately after the flash was presented, she could make out the test in the positive afterimage.
As Sakitt pointed out, this implied that the test flash was producing a lasting effect at some point distal to the saturating bottleneck. If, as some believe, rod saturation occurs at the level of the rod itself, then the rod afterimage must have reflected the accumulation and decay of some substance (or effect) within the rod outer segment.
At about the same time. Geisler (1975) made some related observations in cones. Cones cannot normally be saturated with steady lights, and Geisler was using flashed backgrounds to produce the saturation, foltowing the technique introduced by Alpern et al. (197Ob) . Above some intensity, he indeed found that cone increment thresholds began to take a sharp upward turn; but he also noticed that he could make discriminations quite easily using the positive afterimage rather than the initial image.
The present experiments involve rods (in normal subjects) and use the flashed background technique to produce transient rod saturatjon, as described efsewhere (Adelson, 1977a; 1982) . This technique produces dramatic positive rod afterimages, within which one can discriminate differences that were quite invisible in the initial image. Because saturation occurs at lower light levels than it would in the steady state, cone intrusion is less of a problem, and one can follow the behavior of rod afterimages over a large range of background flash intensities.
Stimuli generally consisted of a green test on a red background. The background and test were presented
